
Do a Master’s Programme in Information and 
Communication Technologies  in Budapest

Study Digital Media
Technology at the 
Budapest University 
of Technology and
Economics (BME)   The                                                                    Consulting Office

The Central and Eastern European students who are joining the 
EIT ICT Labs Master School have an additional resource for help. 
The EIT ICT Labs X-Europe Consulting Office located in Budapest,
Hungary, has been created for them to bring the EIT ICT Labs MSc
programmes to their attention, and to help them gain access to
the programme of their choice. The X-Europe team uses region
specific knowledge in accessing the students, and provides them
with up-to-date information as and when required by them, both
face-to-face and online:

� technical information on the programmes, including the 
curricula and the internships

� practical information on the application requirements, 
application deadlines and  available scholarships

� assistance with preparing the application materials, 
with a particular emphasis on writing the motivation letters.

To learn more about the EIT ICT Labs Master
School, the Budapest X-Europe team and 
its Consulting Office, visit www.ictlabs.elte.hu 
www.facebook.com/X-Europe 

or e-mail xeurope@ictlabs.elte.hu.

Europe

� You can work on large-scale innovative projects initiated
by industrial partners, i.e. Ericsson Hungary, Nokia
Siemens Network, Telecom Hungary, Cisco and ELTE-Soft.

� You can experience the lively atmosphere of the  InfoPark,
where the university is co-located with the industrial 
partners.

� You can enjoy the unique urban culture and vivid nightlife 
of Budapest with its world famous ruin pubs and 
exclusive spas. 

Why to choose Budapest for specialization?
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ICT Labs is the European Union’s, and more specifically, the EIT’s (European Institute of Innovation
and Technology) Knowledge and Innovation Community focused on Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). The community emerged from the recognition that the best 
results (products) in the field of ICT can only be achieved through the close collaboration of experts 
representing three sectors: education, research and industry. 

EIT ICT Labs has recently set up its Master School. The objective behind it is twofold. On the one hand, it
aims to provide the students with a sound technical knowledge; on the other hand, it aims to stimulate
an entrepreneurial mindset and develop valuable business skills. The students are expected to use their 
technical knowledge to generate breakthrough innovations on the global markets. 

The EIT ICT Labs Master School now offers a two-year programme in which students can choose two
universities in two different European countries to build a curriculum of their choice. There are seven
technical majors available, from which the students choose one based on their skills and interests.

 You have to join the programme if you wish to focus on the technologies for digital media systems
and the creation of interactive media!

 You  wish to  attend courses  on the processing and coding of media,  wired and wireless transfer 
and on the storage of media content.

 You wish to  apply the knowledge and skills in diverse application domains ranging from logistics to
surveillance, through road safety, extreme weather forecast, and energy management, increasingly
important in the areas of “smart spaces”, “health and well-being” and “smart cities”.

 You wish to be (1) an engineer developing multimedia applications for mobile devices, 
teleconferencing systems and other interactive applications, (2) a creator of new multimedia serv-
ices, (3) a specialist in the computer game industry or in the animation field, or (4) a developer of
new media applications (i.e. touch screens), or of image systems in equipment or media industry. 

 You wish to take up a management or leadership position at the international level.
 You wish to have an advanced research career n the industry or in the academia.

 to blend the media technologies with man-machine 
interaction, artificial intelligence techniques; 
and the underlying internet and hardware layers.   

 to develop the necessary  skills to analyse 3D data in real
time (by cameras and other scanning techniques such as
radar, remote sensing, etc.)  and to merge it with 
scientific computation and simulation;

 to interpret the data and to predict possible outcomes
within real time (on GPU type of processors).

� Teleconferencing
� Interactive multimedia applications
� Entertainment
� Computer games
� Telemedicine, etc. 

What are the focus points 
of this specialization? 
Communications and delivery networks, 
systems, enabling technologies and 
platforms for providing media services. 

What are the strengths of the students
who complete this specialization?
They obtain a thorough understanding 
of the state-of-the-art technologies of media
communications and are capable of designing
media communications services as well as 
operating media delivery systems.

The Technical Majors (90 ECTS) consist of three parts:

What are the goals of the training? What are the main 
applications that use 
these technologies?

2nd year specialization at BME: Media Communications Services  

The Innovation & Entrepreneurship Minor (30 ECTS) consists of four parts:

 A 2-year programme at 2 different universities from 8 countries
 19 top universities across Europe to choose from
 7 MSc programmes in the most innovative research fields in ICT
 High level technical education combined with an Innovation & Entrepreneurship minor
 Research and work experience at leading industrial partners
 Double degrees and an Innovation and Entrepreneurship EIT ICT Labs Certificate 

Courses:
� Media Communicatios Networks
� Broadband Media Communication Systems
� Project in Media Communications Services 
� Electives

� Service Delivery Architectures and Platforms
� Content Delivery Networks
� Communications Acoustics
� Media Content Management Systems
� Security in Media Communications

Main research areas at BME: 
� Media delivery over heterogeneous access networks
� Videoconferencing applications for corporate environment
� Development of e-health and telemedicine 

applications
� A wide range of additional topics offered by the 

industrial partners, e.g. GE Healthcare and Cisco Systems

When to choose Digital Media Technology (DMT)?

What is the background 
of the EIT ICT Labs Master School?

Why to choose EIT ICT Labs Master School? 

The structure of of the Technical Majors and 
of the Innovation & Entrepreneurship Minor:

Digital Media Technology (DMT)


